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Are you receiving outage
notifications from RECC?

How do you use electricity?

My Energy Tracker shows details by the day and every hour
“Why did my electric bill go up last
month?”
“I turned down the thermostat, am I
saving energy?”
Those are the kinds of questions we
hear every month as members try to
figure out their monthly electric bill that
represents up to 744 hours of varying
energy use. For some things we have an
idea of how much we used them – how
many lights we turn on every night, or
how many hours a day the TV is turned
on. Other electric items run on their
own control, such as the refrigerator and
the air conditioner.
Our staff has been able to look at
more detail of members’ usage for some
time now, with the use of our advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) system
that records meter readings every hour
and sends them to the co-op office
automatically. We’ve shared graphs of
daily or hourly kilowatt hour (kWh) use
when questions arose over large changes
in the bill or when electric equipment
seemed to be malfunctioning.
These graphs were often helpful in
finding problems or spotting different
patterns due to new situations at
members’ homes. (Sometimes an
obvious change like a new baby in the
house pulls a lot more energy than we
realize!) But, we can only talk to a small
number of our members each month,
and we don’t know if changes in your
use are normal or not.

My Energy Tracker - Yearly

This is an actual RECC member’s history of electricity used for the past 12 months.
You can also see what they had used to date in mid-August, even though the billing
period was not over yet. When you “roll over” a green bar on the graph, the number
of kWhs is displayed along with other details for that period. There are other items
that also are on the computer display, along with a handy “Help” button that gives you
some great instructions and tips!
To look more closely at a month, you just click on the month name at the bottom of
the graph.
That’s where the new “My Energy
Tracker” can help so many more
members! Now, you can go online and
see graphs of your monthly kWh use,

along with daily use for each month
and even the hours of each day! There’s
even a temperature graph that helps you

(Continued on page 3)
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Board report
Resume of Minutes
Regular Board Meeting
July 24, 2012
The regular monthly meeting of the Board
of Directors of Rural Electric Convenience
Cooperative Co. was held at the cooperative
headquarters on July 24, 2012, at 7 p.m.,
with all members present except John
Beatty. Also present were President/CEO
David Stuva; Manager of Finance & Office
Services Dean Fuchs; Computer Support
Specialist Brandon Taylor; and Attorney
Jerry Tice. Also present were the following
guests: Mayor of Taylorville Greg Brotherton;
Taylorville Alderman and RECC member
Martin Vota; Duane Noland, President/
CEO of the Association of Illinois Electric
Cooperatives; Don Wood, Vice President of
Government Relations for the AIEC; Jim
Coleman, President/CEO of Shelby Electric
Cooperative; and Mike Genin of the Illinois
Municipal Electric Association.
* CEO Stuva introduced Mike Genin
who reviewed the electric market pricing and
municipal/county residential aggregation
activities in the state. He noted that many
residential contracts included language
protecting the energy provider but not the
consumer. Longer-term contracts are not
available due to price uncertainty, he said.
* The minutes of the June 21 regular Board
meeting were approved as presented.
* Chairman Ayers distributed Board
and President/CEO Appraisal forms to be
completed by the directors and returned to
him.
* CEO Stuva presented the IMEA
Report. He noted Prairie State Unit 1 is now
operating and supplying some of the power
for IMEA.

Dana Smith, editor

Follow us
on Facebook
Link from our web page
at www.recc.coop
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* There was no AIEC report since there
had been no AIEC board meeting since the
June 21 RECC board meeting.
* Attorney Jerry Tice gave a brief report.
President/CEO’s Report
CEO Stuva reviewed the following reports
which had either been mailed or distributed
to all directors and attorney: Job Training and
Safety, Meters and Outages, Operations and
Maintenance, Engineering and Construction,
Cash Flows, Cash Disbursements Summary,
and Check Listing. The financial and
statistical reports for June 2012 were
reviewed and accepted for placement in the
cooperative’s files.
CEO Stuva also:
* Noted that electricity sales were slightly
below budget estimates in June, in spite of
several days of extreme temperatures, but
RECC had a positive operating margin for
the month.
* Reported the staff would meet July 25
with Brian Adams, Manager of Engineering
for AIEC, to begin a cost of service study for
the cooperative. The last study was conducted
in 2008.
* Reviewed plans for upcoming meetings
and classes.
Board Action
The Board acted on the following:
* Approved the application for, or
reinstatement of, membership and electric
service for 24 persons.
*Approved a resolution authorizing the
cooperative to execute the loan documents
for the $7,900,000 loan from Rural Utilities
Service (RUS) and Federal Financing Bank
(FFB) to fund the co-op’s Four Year Work
Plan.
The meeting adjourned at 9:40 p.m.

How do you
use electricity?

My Energy Tracker - July

(Continued from page 1)

relate heating and cooling energy
used to the changing outdoor
temperatures.
We’ve pulled hourly data from
our meter system into My Energy
Tracker beginning in January 2011,
so you already have over a year
of comparisons if you’ve had an
account that long.

To use the program,
you must register on our
e-bill page, and set up
your own secure viewing
account. Start at the
www.recc.coop homepage,
and click on “View or Pay
Your Bill Online.”

This graph shows the kWhs used each day in July 2012. The black line
going across the top is the average temperature for each day, and you can
see that this member’s electric use increased on the hottest days due to
higher air conditioning needs. (The temperature scale is shown on the right
side of the graph.) You can add more temperature information with the links
at the bottom of the graph, or turn off all temperature information.
From this graph, you could go back to the monthly views by clicking
the “breadcrumb” navigation menu at top left, or investigate further in
July by clicking on the day number below the green bars.

Updated daily
With My Energy Tracker, you
also don’t have to wait till the end of
the month to see how your electric
use is changing. The meter readings
are updated daily, so you can check
whether your purchases are over
or under the previous month, the
year-ago month, or any other period
you choose! (My Energy Tracker
is usually automatically updated
shortly after noon each day, making
the previous day’s data available.)
A quick explanation of the
graphs in My Energy Tracker is
shown with these three graphs.
There are more tools available on
each web page, including Analysis,
Billing Comparison, and Planning.
To use the program, you must
register on our e-bill page, and
set up your own secure viewing
account. Start at the www.recc.coop
homepage, and click on “View or
Pay Your Bill Online.” Once you’re
on the e-bill page click on the blue
“My Energy Tracker” link.

My Energy Tracker - Hourly

July 24 was the highest consumption of the month for this member,
so we took a look at the hourly breakdown for that day. Again, a roll-over
with a mouse will show the details for that day, and the temperature line
is the average for that hour. This home is very typical for a hot summer
day, with electricity use peaking in the late afternoon and early evening
hours and falling lower overnight.

Saving money is no joke

New light bulbs can save $50/year in your home
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Saving money is no joke

New lightbulbs can save $50/year in your home
We’ve all heard this joke: How
many (insert random type of person
here) does it take to change a
lightbulb? While the comedic value
of the answer sometimes leaves a
bit to be desired, the underlying
principle—simple changes can
needlessly get complicated—stays
the same.
The average home contains 40
light fixtures, according to the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE).
Thanks to a series of staggered
federal standards and more lighting
choices than ever before, the average
homeowner could save $50 every
year by using more energy efficient
lightbulbs.
This year, the first of several
federal lightbulb efficiency standards
kicked in, requiring manufacturers
to stop making 100-watt (W)
incandescent bulbs in favor of ones
using less electricity to produce the
same amount of light (lumens). This
doesn’t mean the outmoded bulbs
went away—you can still find old
stock at stores around town. But
keep in mind that those traditional
incandescent bulbs waste 90 percent
of your lighting costs as heat.
If you don’t want to
stray too far from the
bulbs you’re used to,
consider halogen
incandescent
lightbulbs. Color
options and dimming
abilities mirror
their time-tested
forebearers, but they
cut energy consumption
by 25 percent and last
three times longer.
Another style we’ve
championed for years is
the compact fluorescent
lamp (CFL). These swirly
bulbs slash energy use by 75
percent compared to traditional
incandescent bulbs and last up
to 10 times longer.
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But for folks who don’t like the
pigtail CFL shape or who worry
about the very small amount of
mercury in these bulbs, another,
brighter option looms on
the horizon: light-emitting
diodes (LEDs). These
solid-state products have
been used in electronics
since the 1960s, and
manufacturers are
ramping up efforts to
transform them into the
perfect replacement bulb.
LEDs require 75 percent to
80 percent less energy than
traditional incandescent bulbs
and can last 25 times longer—by
far the longest lifespan yet.
DOE estimates it’ll take
more than six years for a $40,
800-lumen (60-W-equivalent)
LED to pay for itself. But
investments in manufacturing and
increased demand should help

drive down costs. By 2021, LED
prices are expected to drop by a
factor of 10, and that’s good news
for anyone who enjoys the thought
of only changing a lightbulb once
every 20 years or so.
In January 2013, a new set of
lightbulb efficiency standards fall into
place, this time halting production of
inefficient 75-W incandescent bulbs.
A year later, household lightbulbs
using between 40-W to 100-W
must consume at least 28 percent
less energy than classic bulbs, saving
Americans an estimated $6 billion to
$10 billion in lighting costs annually.
So what’s the punchline? Every
time you change a lightbulb, buy
a more efficient replacement. No
matter which kind you opt for, you’ll
save money every time you flip a
light switch—and that’s nothing to
chuckle about.
Learn more at www.
EnergySavers.gov/Lighting.

Helping out the osprey

RECC puts up nesting platforms at Sangchris Lake
The osprey-watch is on at
Sangchris Lake State Park! Two
new nesting platforms were installed
on August 17 by the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources
(IDNR), with assistance from
RECC, to attract nesting ospreys to
the area.
Ospreys – a bird of prey listed
as an endangered species in Illinois
– nest in large trees, on rock
formations, or on artificial structures
near lakes, ponds, rivers and
streams, where the adults feed on
fish. Elevated platforms like those
installed by RECC at Sangchris
Lake have been used successfully
by nesting osprey at a number of
locations in the Midwest, including
at the Lake Shelbyville Sullivan
Beach area in central Illinois.
“Park visitors, wildlife watchers
and our IDNR site staff and
biologists have seen ospreys
spending time in and around
Sangchris Lake during migrations
each spring and fall, and we hope
installation of these platforms
will encourage more nesting pairs
to produce chicks here,” said
IDNR Director Marc Miller.
“We appreciate the cooperation of
RECC in providing the utility poles
and platforms and installing them
at Sangchris Lake as part of this
wildlife restoration effort.”
Adult ospreys – sometimes
mistaken for the larger bald
eagle – are generally 21-26 inches
long with a black upper body and
mostly-white head, chest and
underbelly. Like other birds of prey,
the population of ospreys in the U.S.
has rebounded since the use of the
pesticide DDT was discontinued
in the early 1970s. No osprey nests
were seen in Illinois from the early
1950s until the mid-1980s, and
efforts like the platform installation
at Sangchris Lake are used to attract
even more nests in the state.
Co-op crews installed two
elevated platforms, mounted on

RECC linemen Curt Nichelson, Curt Fishburn and Bill Hart attach a nesting
platform to the top of a 40-foot pole along Lake Sangchris, which hopefully
will become a home to a pair of ospreys.

Covered with nesting materials of willow branches, the two platforms in
Sangchris Lake State Park are part of an effort to increase the population
of the endangered osprey.
30-foot poles, beside Sangchris Lake
southeast of Rochester. Branches
and vines were weaved around the
platforms to provide inviting nests
for any passing ospreys.
“Rural Electric Convenience
Cooperative has always had a good
working relationship with the State

of Illinois and Sangchris State Park,
and we are happy to assist the park
with the installations of the osprey
nest platforms to help build the
population of these beautiful birds,”
said Manager of Operations and
Maintenance Lou DeLaby.
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News & Notes
News
& Notes
Sign up for
Budget Billing

September is the easiest time
to sign up for RECC’s Budget
Billing program, to even out
your electric bills throughout the
year. A new budget cycle will
begin in November, with 11 level
payments based on the previous
12 months’ use. The 12th month
is your “catch-up” month, when
any remaining balance is due or
credit is refunded. If you have a
credit remaining, the cooperative
will issue a check after the
October billing has been
prepared. A new Budget Billing
amount is then calculated for the
next year.
To join the Budget Billing
program, you must have a good
payment record for the past
year, and at least six months’
history (preferably 12 months)
to establish an average monthly
payment. Your monthly billing
statement will show your actual
usage and billing amount, along
with the budget billing payment
and balance for the year. If
you’re interested in signing up,
call or drop us a note. Present
Budget Billing accounts will
have a notification of the new
budget amount shown on their
October billing statement, with
the new payment starting in
November. You can also combine
Budget Billing with our other
convenient payment options
such as automatic bank draft or
credit card payments.
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Refrigerator recycling still offered
RECC and the Illinois
Municipal Electric Agency (the
agency that supplies our wholesale
electricity) are continuing the
Illinois Recycle My Fridge
program. By unplugging and
recycling an extra refrigerator,
members can save as much as
$100 a year while assuring that
almost all of the parts are being
re-used in some way. The Appliance
Recycling Centers of America

(ARCA), Inc. is handling the
pickup of working refrigerators
and freezers, and sending a $35
gift card to each participant.
Residents of owner-occupied
homes served by RECC can
schedule an appointment to have
their refrigerator or freezer picked
up from inside their homes, free of
charge, by calling (877) 341-2313
or visiting the program’s website,
www.RecycleMyFridge.org.

Tackle home projects safely
Cooler weather is here at least,
and the urge to get some home
projects done may be returning also.
As you gather up your trusty tools,
remember that safety items are also
essential for DIY tasks. Read and
follow directions on every power
tool you use. Wearing eye and ear
protection and gloves, as well as
tying back loose hair and securing
loose clothing, are all important to
keeping you safe. If renting a tool,
ask the store for safety tips.
For outside projects, first check
the area where you will be working.
Identify potential hazards and
take time to avoid or correct any
problems. Don’t forget to look up

for power lines, and avoid using
long poles or ladders within 10 ft.
of overhead wires. Will your project
involve any digging? Call 811
before you dig even if you think
you know where underground lines
may be. The 811 service will mark
all underground lines in your area
for free before you start work.
If a job seems like it might
be too much to handle, leave
it to a professional. Take into
consideration heavy lifting,
expensive tools that will only be
used once, and whether you really
have the time. That way, you won’t
be temped to skip safety measures.

MEMBER RESPONSE PAGE
Please send me information on services from RECC:
_______Peak Switch

_______New Home Energy Guidelines

_______Security Light Rental

_______Co-op Connections® Card

_______Dual Meter Heating Rate
_______Air Evac Memberships

_______Surge Suppressor Lease

_______Marathon Lifetime-Warranty
Water Heaters

_______Long Distance Saving Rates

_______AT&T Wireless Cellular Phone
Savings
_______5% ERC Loans for Efficiency
Improvements

Electric heating equipment rebates
An electric heat rebate form must be completed. Minimum system sizes apply.
•

Geothermal System – $250/home

•

Air Source Heat Pumps – $250/home
(with electric back-up)

•

Air Source Heat Pumps – $100/home
(with gas back-up)

Electric equipment rebate request
Please include a copy of your sales receipt for your new electric equipment, purchased and installed within the past 12 months.
_______Clothes Dryer, Electric Replacement – $25

_______Clothes Dryer, New Home or Gas Conversion – $25
_______Electric Range, Electric Replacement – $25

_______Electric Range, New Home or Gas Conversion – $25

_______Water Heater, Standard Warranty – $200
(less than 10-yr waranty)

_______Water Heater, Life–long Warranty – $250
(10-yr or longer warranty)
This water heater is for (40 gallon minimum):
_________ New Home
_________ Gas Conversion

_________ Electric Replacement

Member Name

Account No.

Mailing Address
Town

Phone

Rural Electric Convenience Cooperative
P.O. Box 19, Auburn IL 62615
Telephone: (800) 245-7322 (RECC) or (217) 438-6197 • www.recc.coop
Normal office hours 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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P.O. Box 19
Auburn, IL 62615

Are you receiving outage
notifications from RECC?
Notify 24 can call or text you!
Summer temperatures have
been brutal, but at least we haven’t
seen huge storms, flooding or
even tornadoes that have caused
widespread power outages in past
years. It’s helped us ease into the
Notify 24 program that we’ve
introduced to inform members
about large outages and repair
efforts, and follow-up messages to
let members know why their power
was interrupted.
The Notify 24 system can make
automated phone calls or send text
messages to members when an
outage affects several accounts. The
outage management system identifies
the accounts on the lines that were
out, and our staff creates a message to
be delivered to those members.
That’s where your preferences
come in for exactly how you want
to be notified! (Or, you can choose
not to receive the messages.) You can
receive either a recorded phone call,
or a text message to your cell phone.
Text messaging is the fastest way
to receive a notification about outages
or other service-related matters. For
text messages, we need your phone
number along with the name of your
service provider. (The messages are
sent through a service, a little different
from a standard text message.)
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If you prefer a phone
call, you’ll need to
tell us which
phone
number
to use.
We try to
keep a record
of land line
phone numbers
(if you have one)
as well as any
cell phone or work
numbers that might
help us reach you in any
critical service situations.
Notify 24 can only call one
of those numbers, and we’re
typically using the cell phone
to get information directly to
you. Just drop us a note if you
want us to use a specific number for
notifications.
To update your contact
information for these notifications,
please call our office or e-mail us at
recc@recc.coop. Please specify which
notification method you prefer, with
the appropriate phone number. For
text messaging, don’t forget the name
of your service provider.
In the coming months we also
plan to introduce an online outage
map that will show any active
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outages
by area.
This
will help
members
see how widespread
an outage might be, and where
service has been restored.

